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AWARD WINNING DELI SUBS 
& WORLD GRUB



Wraps: All of our wraps are themed from what we offer in the shop 
Classic Hog, Boar-BQ, Hot to trot, schnitzel  and rainbow falafel. 
 
Salad: Lettuce, tomatoes and red onions with a healthy slaw and a 
choice of dill pickles, sweet Pickled cabbage, jalapenos 
and Sauerkraut.  Please choose 2 of our 4 pickle options.
 
Pizza twists: Puffed pastry seasoned with classic pizza flavours, 
twisted and baked.
 
Chocolate pastries: Mix of Nutella, white chocolate and dulce de 
leche pastries.

Sausage Rolls: Pulled Pork sausage Rolls again themed from our 
shop offerings. Classic hog, Boar-BQ and Hot to trot. 
 (Also available in a cheesy and herbed vegetarian option)
 Please choose 2 of the 4 options.
 
Drinks: All of the classics but also includes a selection of San 
Pellegrino, still and sparkling water.
 
Please don’t hesitate to get in touch with any special dietary 
requirements, as we make everything in the shop from scratch we are 
confident we’ll have something to suit any specific needs.

MIN £100 SPEND ON ALL ORDERS. 

Full Vegan Option

Selection of vegan wraps including falafel with 
harissa yoghurt (soya), veg pakora with minty 
coconut yoghurt and onion bhaji with pineapple 
chutney. Drinks and salad pots.

£11.50

FRUIT LOVERS!

Add a fruit platter to any of these for an extra 

£1.50 per head

WHAT IS INCLUDED

Cost shown is per person

cold platter menu
Host the event of the year that leaves you  and your guests feeling inspired! 

Option 1
Selection of our signature 
fillings in wraps and drinks  

£6.50

Option 2
Same carefully crafted wraps, 
salad pot each and drinks 

£7.50

Option 3 
Wraps, salad pots, pizza 
twists and drinks

£8.50

Option 4 
Wraps, salad pots, chocolate 
pastries and drinks 

£8.50

Option 5
Wraps, salad pots, pizza twists, 
chocolate pastries and drinks 

£9.50

Option 6
Wraps, salad pots and drinks but 
with our pulled pork sausage rolls 

£11.50

TAKE AWAY OF THE YEAR
2018 AWARD WINNER

All our food is lovingly prepared and delivered straight to your door in responsable vegware compostable packaging.


